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Recognition of Freeform Surface
Machining Features
This paper describes a method of machining feature recognition from a freeform surface
based on the relationship between unique machining patches and critical points on a
component’s surface. The method uses Morse theory to extract critical surface points by
defining a scalar function on the freeform surface. Features are defined by region grow-
ing between the critical points using a tool path generation algorithm. Several examples
demonstrate the efficiency of this approach. The recognized machining features can be
directly utilized in a variety of downstream computer aided design/computer aided manu-
facturing (CAM) applications, such as the automated machining process planning.
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Introduction
With the development of geometric modeling techniques, more

nd more complicated freeform surfaces can now be mathemati-
ally represented and designed for industrial products, including
ie/mold parts and aircraft parts with general computer aided de-
ign �CAD� systems. From the machining point of view, a free-
orm surface usually consists of more than one unique machining
atch that can be machined with a single machining process. If
hese unique machining patches cannot be recognized before ma-
hining, it is difficult if not impossible to produce high-quality
urfaces. Figure 1�a� shows a typical freeform surface, repre-
ented by a nonuniform rational B-spline �NURBS� surface. This
reeform surface comprises two unique machining patches from
he machining perspective. If the machining process plan, such as
he tool path generation, is made for the entire surface instead of
he two machining patches separately, jaggy and bumpy machin-
ng residuals will be generated on the surface after machining.
igure 1�b� shows the isoplanar tool path for the whole freeform
urface, with which the pick feed and the scallop height are vari-
ble, and consequently the bumpy residual area will exist on the
urface. Figure 1�c� shows the tool path based on the constant
callop height for the whole freeform surface. It can be observed
hat some of the tool paths cannot keep G1 continuity, which will
nevitably damage the machining surface quality. Figure 1�d�
ives surface recognition results with two unique machining
atches. Based on the recognized patches, the tool path can then
e generated to obtain a high-quality surface. Therefore, prior to
achining, it is significantly imperative to recognize the unique
achining patches of the freeform surface, specifically to segment

he freeform surface into unique machining patches, to achieve the
igh-quality machining for the freeform surface.

In the past few years, a number of researchers have designed
arious algorithms to recognize and segment freeform surface
odels into features by using such methods as region growing

1,2�, watershed �3�, hierarchical clustering �4,5�, skeleton �6�,
eeb graph �7,8�, and spectral analysis techniques �9� in CAD/
omputer aided manufacturing �CAM� and computer graphics
10�.
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Besl and Jain �1� took advantage of the region growing tech-
nique to segment a large image into regions of arbitrary shapes.
They first implemented an initial segmentation by labeling the
data points using the mean and Gaussian curvatures, which is then
refined by an iterative region growing method based on the
variable-order surface fitting. The algorithm is, however, sensitive
to data noise and selection of thresholds. Mangan and Whitaker
�3� extended the watershed technique from image processing to
3D mesh segmentation. They proposed a partition approach of 3D
surface segmentation by defining the curvature as a watershed
function, in which the surface was partitioned into patches such
that each patch was bounded by areas of higher or different cur-
vatures. With this method, some segment boundaries are jaggy
and the oversegmentation problem occurs occasionally. Attene et
al. �4� utilized the hierarchical clustering technique to segment
triangle meshes into faces on which points could be best approxi-
mated by plane, sphere, or cylinder primitives. In this method, the
user was able to interactively select the number of regions. The
limitation of this method is that the number of surface primitives
is relatively limited due to the manual selection by the user.
Várady et al. �11� presented an algorithm for the segmentation of
3D models by the combinatorial Morse theory �12�, in which they
analyzed functions defined over manifolds. By using the hierar-
chical Morse complex technique, the coarse segmentation was
initially obtained, and then the segmentation was refined using the
skeleton construction and the computation of region boundaries.
Natarajan et al. �13� described an inspiring method for segmenting
a molecular surface with the Morse–Smale complex theory.

Sunil and Pande �14� devised an automatic algorithm to recog-
nize features from freeform surfaces in sheet metal parts. The
taxonomy of features in sheet metal parts was first given, and then
the corresponding recognition criteria were defined. The region-
and edge-growing-based segmentation method was adopted to de-
compose a model into meaningful regions. In the method, the
critical region edge detection algorithm is based on triangular
shape attributes, such as the needle triangle and the cap triangle,
completely depending on the original input mesh. Lim et al. �15�
designed an identification method for depression and protrusion
�DP� features on freeform solids, in which the boundary edges of
DP features were extracted with a partitioning algorithm and then
the surface patches were easily generated to cover the depressions
or to isolate the protrusions. It is effective for the model with

apparent concave edges. However, this method cannot handle the

ring DECEMBER 2010, Vol. 10 / 041006-1
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dentification of DP features, which are not bounded by edges in
he 3D model. Sridharan and Shah �16,17� designed and imple-

ented a comprehensive methodology for the recognition of
ulti-axis milling features, which was topological entity free, i.e.,

ndependent of the number of topological entities in a part. They
rst gave numerical control �NC� milling feature taxonomy, in-
luding cut-through, cut-around, and cut-on features. By analysis
f the geometric characteristics and milling properties of each
illing feature, the corresponding recognition criteria were pre-

ented accordingly.
From all the approaches briefly mentioned above, the same ba-

ic ideas behind feature recognition are �1� defining the features
ccording to the specific applications and �2� formulating the cor-
esponding recognition criteria of features. The definition of fea-
ures is dependent on applications in two types: geometric based
nd machining based. For the first definition, the geometrical and
opological characteristics of features are considered. Vergeest and
o-workers �18,19� gave a general geometric formalism for free-
orm features. For the machining-based definition, besides the
eometrical and topological properties, the machining information
s also incorporated. Sridharan and Shah �16� presented a compre-
ensive definition for regular machining features. For our appli-
ation, the machining features need to be recognized from general
reeform surfaces. The recognition methods based on the geomet-
ic definition are not sufficient in our cases without considering
he machining information. On the other hand, those recognition
pproaches with the machining definition can only deal with the
egular machining features, such as pockets, slots, and holes,
hile they cannot cope with the recognition of general freeform,
achining features. Therefore, we shall first give the definition of

he freeform, machining feature and then present a novel algo-
ithm to recognize these features. The freeform, machining feature
s generally defined as the topologically adjacent surface patches
hat can be machined with a single machining process. With this
efinition, we shall construct the related recognition criteria using
oth geometric and machining characteristics of freeform sur-
aces.

Algorithm Overview
According to the machining theory �20�, besides the tool path

attern, the vertical motion of a cutting tool during machining also
as a significant influence on the machining surface quality. An
nstable vertical motion makes the cutting tool undergo an uneven
orce, and the vibration of the cutting tool occurs on the machin-
ng area so that the jaggy machining residual will be generated.
herefore, to improve the machining quality, it is necessary to
eep the vertical motion of the cutting tool stable and smooth on

ig. 1 Freeform surface recognition: „a… freeform surface, „b…
soplanar tool path generation without recognition, „c… iso-
callop height tool path generation without recognition, and „d…
ool path generation after recognition
he machining area. Geometrically, the area from one extreme
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point to its closest saddle point possesses uniform geometric prop-
erties on the freeform surface �12�. For instance, the curvatures
and slopes on the area vary continuously and smoothly, which
directly determine the vertical motion of the cutting tool. There-
fore, it is reasonable to machine all these areas from an extreme
point to its closest saddle point on the freeform surface together
with a single machining process. From the machining point of
view, we consider the machining area, which can be machined
with the same machining process as a unique machining patch—a
machining feature. This can be geometrically converted into rec-
ognizing the topologically adjacent patch, which starts from an
extreme point and ends at its closest saddle point, as a machining
feature. Based on that, we design the machining feature recogni-
tion algorithm as in Fig. 2, where Cs, Es, and Ss are the critical,
extreme, and saddle point sets, respectively, and Tud and Tdist are
prespecified thresholds.

3 Surface Segmentation Algorithm

3.1 LCS Construction. Prior to NC machining, the work-
piece orientation is a significantly important task, whose goal is to
seek such an optimal orientation that the maximum number of
faces of the workpiece could be machined in a single setup by
using a flat-end or ball-end cutting tool. From the geometric per-
spective, the optimal objective of workpiece orientation can be
translated into maintaining the sum of deviation in an angle mini-
mal between the axis of the cutting tool and the normal vectors of
all the points on the workpiece. This kind of problem was studied
by Radzevich and Goodman �21� and Tang et al. �22� on the basis
of an analysis of the Gaussian maps of workpiece and the cutting
tool surface. The workpiece orientation method �21� is borrowed
here to construct the local coordinate system �LCS� of the free-
form surface in our algorithm. The main idea is to calculate the
area-weighted mean normal of a given surface as the z-axis of the
LCS of the surface.

Assume that the equation of the freeform surface S to be seg-
mented is given as

S�u,v� = �x�u,v�,y�u,v�,z�u,v�� �1�

where u and v are the parametric coordinates of a point on the
surface S, and x, y, and z are the Cartesian coordinates of a point
on S. The partial derivatives of S can be denoted by Su�u ,v� and
Sv�u ,v�. Suppose the surface S consists of small patches,

Fig. 2 Flowchart of segmentation algorithm
S1 , .Si , .Sm, where i is the index of patches and m is the number of
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atches of S. Let As and Asi
be the area of surface S and the ith

atch Si, and then As=�i=1
m Asi

and Asi
=�ui��vi. Let Ci be the

entral point of patch Si whose normal vector is parallel to the
ormal vector Nsi

of the patch Si. Then, the normal vector Nsi
can

e calculated by

Nsi
= Su�u,v��i � Sv�u,v��i �2�

For a discrete model of surface, the area-weighted average nor-
al vector of the surface is described as

Ns = �
i=1

m

�Nsi
· Asi

���
i=1

m

�Asi
� �3�

he centroid CTs of surface S is represented as

CTs = �
i=1

m

Ci �4�

For the continuous model of the surface, the area-weighted av-
rage normal vector becomes

Ns =�
As

n�u,v�dAs/As =� �
S

	EsGs − Fs
2 · n�u,v�dudv/As

�5�

here n�u ,v� is the normal vector of point �u ,v� on surface S, and

s, Gs, and Fs are the coefficients of the first fundamental form of
urface S �see Ref. �23� for details�.

With the normal vector and the centroid of a surface, the LCS
f the surface can be constructed. We consider the normal vector
s as the z-axis and the centroid CTs as the origin. Then, a plane

ocated at CTs can be created with the normal Ns. The bounding
ectangle is obtained by projecting the freeform surface onto the
lane. Finally, two orthogonal directions of the bounding rect-
ngle are regarded as the x-axis and y-axis of the LCS. Once the
CS is constructed, the surface can be transformed from the LCS

nto the World Coordinate System �WCS� using the homogeneous
ransformation. The surface in the WCS can be computed by


S��u,v�
1

� = T · 
S�u,v�
1

� �6�

here S��u ,v� is the corresponding surface of S�u ,v� in the WCS
nd T is the general homogeneous transformation matrix.

3.2 Critical Point Extraction. The critical points of a free-
orm surface can be extracted by putting the surface into its LCS.
o this end, we take advantage of the Morse theory �12�. In dif-
erential topology, the Morse theory gives a very direct way of
nalyzing the topology of a manifold by studying differentiable
unctions on that manifold. Morse originally applied his theory to
eodesics and specifically studied the critical points of generic,
mooth functions on manifolds.

Let M2 be a closed two-manifold surface and f: M2→R a real
alued smooth function. A point p is called the critical point of the

Table 1 The link of crit

Manifold without boundary
Maxima Minima Saddle
unction f if the gradient at this point vanishes ��f�p�=0�; other-
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wise, it is regarded as a regular point. A critical point p of f is
called nondegenerate if the Hessian matrix of f at p is nonsingular
and is called degenerate otherwise. There are three kinds of non-
degenerate critical points: minima, saddles, and maxima. The
function f is called a Morse function if none of its critical points
are degenerate. The local behavior of a Morse function at critical
points can be represented by the Morse Lemma �24�.

MORSE LEMMA. Let p0 be a nondegenerate critical point of a
smooth function f : M2→R . Then, there exist local coordinates
�X ,Y� , with p0 as the origin, in such a way that the function f can
be expressed with respect to �X ,Y� as

� f = X2 + Y2 + c

f = X2 − Y2 + c

f = − X2 − Y2 + c
 �7�

where c= f�p0� and the number of the minus signals of f is called
the index of p: index�p�, which can be utilized to classify critical
points.

Case 1. For closed smooth manifolds, the index of a Morse
critical point is equal to the number of negative eigenvalues of its
Hessian matrix. A point v can be categorized in terms of the index
number,

�
�1� Minima: index�v� = 0

�2� Saddle: index�v� = 1

�3� Maxima: index�v� = 2

�4� Regular: index�v� � 0,1,2
 �8�

Case 2. Since the freeform surface may be represented in a
discrete way, such as by triangular meshes, we also introduce the
extraction method for discrete manifolds. For closed discrete
manifolds, Banchoff �25� originally extended the Morse theory to
triangle meshes and showed that the extension is even more el-
ementary than the smooth surface. In a two-manifold triangle
mesh, the piecewise-linear function is defined on the vertices of
the mesh, and its value is calculated by linear interpolation across
the edges and the triangle patches of the mesh.

Here, we start with some definitions. The star star�v� of a ver-
tex v comprises all triangles incident to v and all vertices and
edges of those triangles; the link link�v� of v consists of all edges
that are in the star of v and disjoint from v; the lower link−�v� of
v is composed of the edges induced by vertices with a lower
function value than that of v; the higher link link+�v� of v consists
of the edges induced by vertices with a higher function value than
that of v; the mixed link link��v� of v consists of the edges
induced by two vertices such that one vertex has a lower function
value than v and the other has a higher function value than v.
Then, a vertex can be classified into various critical points and
regular points by means of the link properties of the vertex, as

points of two-manifold

Manifold with boundary
gular Maxima Minima Regular
ical

Re
also shown in Table 1,

ring DECEMBER 2010, Vol. 10 / 041006-3
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�
�1� Minima: cardinality�link−�v�� = 0

�2� Saddle: cardinality�link��v�� = 2 + 2m�m � 0�
�3� Maxima: cardinality�link+�v�� = 0

�4� Regular: cardinality�link��v�� = 2
 �9�

here cardinality�S� measures the number of elements in set S
nd m means the multiplicity of the saddle point. Figure 3 gives
n example. In Fig. 3�a�, link��v�= �e1,e3,e4,e5� and its
ardinality=4, so v is the saddle point; on the other hand, in Fig.
�b�, link��v�= �e1,e4� and its cardinality=2, so v is the regular
oint.

Case 3. The Morse theory can also be extended to manifolds
ith boundaries by considering them as a collection of submani-

olds �26�. The extension theory is called the stratified Morse
heory, in which the most dramatic restriction is that only the
xtreme point, i.e., no saddle point, of the Morse function is al-
owed to exist on boundaries of manifolds. Let M be the two-

anifold surface with boundaries B1 ,B2 , . . . ,Bn, and then the sur-
ace M can be represented by M =Min��iBi, where Min is the
nterior of M. The interior manifold Min can be considered as the
losed manifolds without boundaries, and hence its critical points
an be handled by the foregoing criteria. For each boundary Bi, let
be an arbitrary point of Bi and Nghbr�p� be the vertex set of

tar�p�, and then with the restriction of the stratified Morse theory
n mind, we can determine the type of p with the criteria

��1� Minima: f�p� � f�q�, ∀ q � Nghbr�p�
�2� Maxima: f�p� � f�q�, ∀ q � Nghbr�p�
�3� Regular: otherwise

 �10�

Table 1 gives the link of the critical points of the two-manifold.
rom the above criteria, we can see that critical points are always
elated to the Morse function, which is defined as a real valued
unction on a surface. There are various definitions of the Morse
unction in current applications. For instance, Hilaga et al. �27�
efined a function whose value was given at each point by calcu-
ating the average geodesic distance to all points on the surface for
he purpose of shape matching. Liu et al. �28� regarded a curva-
ure function as the Morse function for extracting salient points
rom meshes. Since the workpiece orientation approach is used to
rient the freeform surface in our method, many parts on the
urface can be accessible from the orientation direction. More-
ver, the orientation direction is selected as the z-axis of the LCS
n Sec. 3.1. Therefore, it is basically appropriate to define the
eight function as the Morse function to extract critical points for
reeform surfaces, especially for the 2.5D geometry. Figure 4
ives a comparison of critical point extraction with typical Morse
unctions. From the comparison, we note that the height function
s more effective to be utilized as the Morse function to extract
ritical points of freeform surfaces in this instance. Particularly,

Fig. 3 The
here are some cases in which some parts in the surface cannot be

41006-4 / Vol. 10, DECEMBER 2010
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reachable even after orientation. Here, we take advantage of the
mean curvature function as the Morse function to extract critical
points.

3.3 Region Growing Process. After obtaining the critical
points of the freeform surface, the region growing technique is
exploited to recognize all included machining features. As men-
tioned above, one surface can be divided into unique machining
patches, which could be machined by the same machining process
parameters, including machine, cutting tool, tool path pattern, and
so on. According to this machining characteristic, these machining
process parameters are utilized in the region growing criterion to
recognize machining features from the freeform surface. We grow
all adjacent regions, which could be machined with the same tool
path pattern by a cutting tool in a machine, and specifically grow
the adjacent regions starting from an extreme point and terminat-
ing at its closest saddle point. The region growing process could
be described as follows.

�1� Select one extreme point of the surface as the seed �tool
path� and initiate the region with the seed.

�2� Generate the adjacent tool path of the seed on the unseg-
mented surface according to the appropriate tool path gen-
eration method and set it as the current tool path.

�3� Calculate the shortest distance between the current tool
path and saddle points of the surface.

�a� If the distance is larger than the predefined threshold,

�i� grow the region to the current tool path
�ii� update the seed as the current tool path and go

to step �2�

k of vertex

Fig. 4 Critical point extraction with different Morse functions:
„a… mean curvature function, „b… least-squares projection func-

tion, „c… geodesic distance function, and „d… height function
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�b� Otherwise,

�i� generate the adjacent tool path of the seed pass-
ing through the closest saddle point of the ex-
treme point

�ii� grow the region to the adjacent tool path
�iii� terminate this region growing process and set

the region as a unique machining patch—a ma-
chining feature

With the region growing process, the unique machining patches
re automatically generated. Meanwhile, we note that sometimes
here are a few parts on the surface that do not include critical
oints so that these parts remain unsegmented after finishing the
egion growing process. In this case, we regard each topologically
isjoint unsegmented part as one unique machining patch. Then,
he entire surface is completely decomposed into meaningful
atches—machining features. Once all machining features have
een recognized, we can apply the related tool paths to them for
achining. Since the tool paths have already been generated for

he features recognized by the region growing process, these ex-
sting tool paths can be used directly for machining. However,
ccasionally, there are such machining features that are not rec-
gnized by the region growing process that there are no existing
ool paths for them. Moreover, as the adjacent machining features
re joined at their common saddle points, it is necessary to blend
he tool paths of these machining features at the saddle points and
eep the joint machining area smooth. Thus, we would select
ther proper tool paths for these features, such as the boundary-
onformed tool path generation �29�.

For the region growing process, it is essentially based on the
ppropriate tool path generation scheme for the freeform surface.
n our system, three kinds of typical region growing methods have
een designed related to the corresponding tool path generation
chemes.

�1� Isoplanar based region growing method. In this method
�30�, tool paths are generated by intersecting a series of
parallel planes with the surface, and the distance between
two adjacent planes can be determined approximately by
the scallop height requirement. The key point of this
method is how to determine the orientation of parallel
planes. Since we extract critical points of surface within the
LCS, the z-axis of the LCS could be used to determine the
orientation. Figure 4 shows this region growing result.

�2� Iso-scallop height based region growing method. With the
method �31,32�, tool paths are evenly distributed across the
surface so that the scallop height between two adjacent tool
paths, a measure of surface quality, remains constant within
a predefined tolerance. We assume that surface machining
is operated with a ball-end cutting tool. Conceptually, the
basic procedure of this method is given below.

�i� Offset the surface with the distance of the predefined
tolerance regarding scallop height and get the scallop
offset surface.

�ii� Offset the surface with the distance of radius of the
cutting tool and get the tool center offset surface.

Fig. 5 Region growing with „a… iso
method, and „c… iso-pick feed metho
�iii� Select one tool path as the seed tool path.

ournal of Computing and Information Science in Enginee
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�iv� Sample the seed tool path into points and construct the
Frenet frame at each sample point.

�v� For each sample point, calculate the corresponding
scallop peak point.

�a� Intersect the cutting tool envelope surface with
the normal plane of the point and get the inter-
section curve.

�b� Intersect the curve with the scallop offset sur-
face and get the scallop peak point.

�vi� Fit all scallop peak points into the scallop curve.
�vii� For each scallop peak point, determine the corre-

sponding point on the next tool path.

�a� Construct the Frenet frame of the scallop curve
at the scallop peak point.

�b� Create a circle in the normal plane of the Frenet
frame with the scallop peak point as the center
and the radius of the cutting tool as the radius.

�c� Intersect the circle with the tool center offset
surface and get the tool center.

�d� Create a circle in the normal plane with the tool
center as the center and the radius of the cutting
tool as the radius, and then there must be an
intersect point between the circle and the sur-
face, which is referred to as the corresponding
point of the scallop peak point.

�viii�Fit all the corresponding points of the scallop peak
points and get the next tool path of the seed tool path.

�ix� Update the seed tool path as its next tool path and go
to step �iv�.

�3� Iso-pick feed based region growing method. In this method,
the tool path distributes on the surface with the same geo-
desic distance such that the maximal scallop height is lim-
ited in a prespecified tolerance. The main steps can be pre-
sented as follows.

�i� Calculate the “safe” value of pick feed according to
the maximal scallop height and the curvature of sur-
face.

�ii� Select one tool path as the seed tool path.
�iii� Sample the seed tool path into points and construct the

Frenet frame at each sample point.
�iv� For each sample point, calculate the corresponding

point on the next tool path.

�a� Intersect the normal of the Frenet frame with the
surface and get an intersection curve.

�b� Find the corresponding point on the intersection
curve with a geodesic distance of the safe value
of pick feed to the sample point.

�v� Fit all the corresponding points of the sample points
and get the next tool path of the seed tool path.

�vi� Update the seed tool path as its next tool path and go
to step �iii�.

nar method, „b… iso-scallop height
pla
ring DECEMBER 2010, Vol. 10 / 041006-5
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By using these three methods above, the region growing results
f a freeform surface are given in Fig. 5. From the results, we can
bserve that the region growing methods based on the iso-scallop
eight and iso-pick feed are more effective than that based on
soplanar. Therefore, the latter two methods are more frequently
tilized for a freeform surface.

Implementation Results and Discussion
The algorithm proposed has been implemented in our CAM

ystem based on VISUAL C�� and OPENGL platforms. All kinds of
reeform surfaces with IGES, STEP, or STL file format can be im-
orted and processed in this system. A number of industrial mod-
ls have been tested. Here, several typical examples are presented.

Figure 6�a� is a freeform surface of an industrial product. The
ritical points are extracted from the surface, which consist of two
aximal points, four minimal points, and one saddle point �see
ig. 6�b��. From one of the maximal points, the seed point with a
igher function value is selected to grow the region on the basis of

ig. 6 Freefrom surface recognition: „a… freeform surface, „b…
ritical point extraction, „c… region growing starting from a
aximal point, „d… region growing from another maximal point,

e… region growing from a minimal point, and „f… recognized
achining patches and their tool path

Fig. 8 Freeform surface recognition
3D industrial model, „b… recognized
tool path generation, „d… CAD indus
comparison between ESPRIT Modu

algorithm
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the iso-pick feed method. Once the growing region reaches the
saddle point, region growing will terminate, and hence one unique
machining patch is obtained, which is labeled red in Fig. 6�c�,
while the green surface is unsegmented and needs to be further
segmented. It should be noted that two minimal points are im-
mersed and deleted by this region growing process �see Fig. 6�c��.
After one region growing process finishes, one needs to check
how many critical points are left on the unsegmented surface. For
the remaining critical points on the unsegmented surface, similar
steps are taken to get the final segmentation result. Figure 6�d�
presents the region growing result from the second maximal point.
Figure 6�e� gives the region growing result from a minimal point.
Figure 6�f� shows segmented machining patches. In our instances,
the order to select extreme points is based on the function value of
these points. Basically, the maximal points are prior to the mini-
mal points. Among the maximal or minimal points, the point with
the bigger absolute function value has higher selection priority.

Figure 7�a� gives another complicated freeform surface. By the
Morse theory, critical points can be extracted, as shown in Fig.
7�b�, including six maximal points, ten minimal points, and seven
saddle points. Using the region growing method based on the
iso-scallop height, all machining patches can be recognized, as
shown in Fig. 7�c�. Figure 7�d� shows the recognition result by
using the isoplanar based region growing method.

Figure 8 demonstrates the recognition and machining for a 3D

Fig. 7 Freeform surface recognition: „a… freeform surface, „b…
critical point extraction, „c… iso-scallop height based segmen-
tation, and „d… isoplanar based segmentation

d machining: „a… freeform surface of
achining patches, „c… iso-pick feed
l model, and „e… surface machining
CAM processor and this proposed
an
m

tria
lar
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ndustrial part �65�65�40 mm3�. Figure 8�a� shows the free-
orm surface in the model. The critical points are extracted, and
ence the nine machining features are recognized, as shown in
ig. 8�b�, labeled with different colors. Based on the iso-pick feed

ool path generation method, the corresponding tool path is gen-
rated for each machining feature, as shown in Fig. 8�c�. Figure
�d� is the original CAD model of the industrial part. Figure 8�e�
hows the machined workpiece with the tool path generated by an
SPRIT® Mold CAM processor �33� and the proposed algorithm.
uring the machining, a 6 mm diameter ball-end milling cutter is
sed, and a maximum scallop height of 20 �m is set. The ma-
hining times are around 6.5 h and 4.2 h. Using the processor, the
pper freeform surface is regarded as a single surface, instead of
everal machining features, so that a lot of noncutting time is
asted. Moreover, the freeform surface is machined indiscrimi-
atingly with the processor so that there are some machining re-
idual areas, especially located at the peak and pit of the surface,
nd the machined workpiece is bumpy and jaggy on the left side
f Fig. 8�e�. By comparison, the right-side workpiece, machined
eature by feature with our method, is uniformly smooth.

Conclusions
In this paper, a novel method is proposed and implemented to

ecognize the freeform surface machining features from CAD
odels. We present three extraction criteria of critical points,
hich are applicable not only to closed manifolds, but also to
pen manifolds with boundaries. Three region growing ap-
roaches related to tool path generation methods are given to rec-
gnize machining features effectively. Meanwhile, the corre-
ponding tool path for each segmented patch has been generated
utomatically. In this algorithm, the geometric properties, such as
ormal vector and critical point, are exploited, while the machin-
ng characteristics, including tool path pattern and vertical motion
f cutting tools, are also utilized to recognize the unique machin-
ng patches, which fairly facilitate the automation of the effective

achining process planning of freeform surfaces. Based on this
lgorithm, a prototype system is developed and tested with typical
reeform surfaces from mechanical products, demonstrating the
igh quality of the machining surfaces produced by the proposed
ethod.
Also, there are some interesting problems in our system to be

olved in our future research. What is a proper segmentation when
here is no saddle point? According to our current method, the
ntire surface will be considered as a single surface, which is
robably not appropriate. Thus, further research is also needed to
ope with this situation. In addition, our method assumes that all
arts of surface to be machined are accessible with one workpiece
rientation. If there are some parts that are not reachable in a
ingle orientation, we can apply this proposed recognition method
o those remaining parts for recognizing them. Here, the problem
egarding how to smoothly blend the joint area of features recog-
ized from different orientations remains to be investigated.
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